
 NOVEMBER 2021 - Resurrection Catholic School students Natalie Bonham and Cali Rheinlander used 

their artistic talents and natural curiosity to showcase how a relationship with Jesus helps in discerning 

one’s vocation. 

     The 8th graders were chosen to represent Resurrection at the annual Serra Club Vocations Week 

luncheon on Nov. 8th. The students were selected for the vocation projects they created. 

     Resurrection teacher Joe Keith integrated the project into his 8th grade theology curriculum, and each 

of the school’s 38 8th graders participated. 

     The project is fairly open-ended. Students may design, and carry out, a project in any medium they 

choose on whatever topic related to vocations that they choose. 

     “The fundamental criterion of the project is that the students answer the question of how a 

relationship with Jesus helps one find and accept their vocation,” Mr. Keith explained, “The goal of the 

project is to create an awareness of that fact that God is calling each of us to a particular state in life as a 

way of living out our baptismal call to discipleship. I have seen many different projects over the years, 

ranging from art pieces dedicated to the concept of vocations, to stop-motion Lego videos depicting the 

journey of discernment, to interviews with monks, nuns, and priests, to slide-show presentations 

discussing the rates at which young men are joining the priesthood,” 

     Natalie created a piece of art that illustrated the three vocations using symbols. She wrote an 

accompanying paper that explained the artwork, the vocations, and the importance of building a 

relationship with Jesus to understand your calling. 

     Natalie crafted a painting on a piece of wood she sanded down. Her painting depicted symbols she felt 

represented the vocations of marriage life, Holy Orders, and single state. 

     “I started with marriage where I painted a heart and cross to represent a couple under God,” Natalie 

said. 

     Next, she depicted Holy Orders by painting a stole - the liturgical vestment worn around a priest or 

bishop’s neck - and a mitre, the headdress worn by the bishop. 

     “Finally I showed the single state by painting a monk and a nun because they are a part of the church 

community,” Natalie said. 

     Natalie gained many important lessons from the project, but her greatest lesson? 

     “I learned that everybody has a call from God, but some people get their calling wrong at first,” 

Natalie said. “God can still use your mistakes for His glory.” 

     Cali’s curiosity led her to explore a life much different from her own. Cali’s project focused on 
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religious life. She spent an hour interviewing Sr. Jane Michelle McClure to learn more about a vocation 

she hadn’t encountered much in her life. 

     Cali had the opportunity to ask Sr. Jane Michelle about how she knew what her calling was, how her 

relationship with Jesus helped her find that calling, and whether she ever had any doubts about her 

vocation. Cali also sought advice for young women considering sisterhood and advice for all young 

adults. 

     “Her advice for young adults was my favorite,” Cali said. “She told me, ‘Have hope, and make sure 

you're doing what you believe is your part in the world.’ 

     Cali finished her project by creating a tri-fold presentation to showcase what she had learned about 

religious life, and about Sr. Jane Michelle’s work with Habitat for Humanity. 

     “I learned so much during this project,” Cali explained. “It was really interesting talking to Sr. Jane 

Michelle. I learned that religious life is not as strict as I thought it would be, and that Sr. Jane Michelle 

really loves what she does.” 

     Mr. Keith said he is proud of all his 8th-grade students for the work they put into their projects and 

for the lessons they learned about vocations along the way. 

    “The project selection committee did relay to me that the selection process was especially difficult this 

year as we had so many wonderful and creative pieces that spoke to the beauty of God’s call for each of 

us,” Mr. Keith said. 


